It was a sunny but cold day in Madras for the Fourth Annual Western Classic Bull Sale. One of the stoutest sets of Red Angus bulls to sell in the northwest with power bulls from beginning to end. A nice crowd was on hand to evaluate the offering along with several buyers being represented on Superior Livestock Auction and DV Auction. The bulls averaged at the top of breed for all indexes not to mention loads of value for the beef industry.

Top Bulls:

Lot 1 LSF DBL Double Down F819 sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a SAV Final Answer 0035 daughter sold for $32,000 to Lundgren Red Angus of Minco, Oklahoma, Thunderstruck Red Angus of Gruver, Texas, B&L Red Angus of Putnam, Oklahoma and Shieldknight Land and Cattle of Spearman, Texas.

Lot 33 LSF SRR Platinum 8086F sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a Brown Premier X7876 daughter sold for $9,500 to Rossi Ranches of Paulina, Oregon.

Lot 2 LSF SRR Premium 8148F sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a LSF Prospect 2035Z daughter sold for $8,000 to Randy Baxley of Visalia, California.

Lot 5 LSF SRR Statement 8093F sired by HXC Declaration 5504C and out of a LSF Herdbuilder 1058Y sold for $8,000 to Randy Baxley of Visalia, California.

Lot 7 LSF SRR Expression 8059F sired by HXC Declaration 5504C and out of a LSF Conqueror 0026X sold for $7,500 to Martin and Stone of Glenville, California.

Lot 32 LSF SRR Platinum 8136F sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a LSF Prospect 2035Z daughter sold for $7,000 to Rossi Ranches of Paulina, Oregon.